DVD & VHS Video storage
cabinet with Drawers
Designed for storage of DVDs and VHS Video cases, our high-quality filing cabinets will provide a safe
and secure housing for your media.
The DVD and VHS Video storage cabinet with drawers is available in a
variety of sizes, having three to seven drawers.
Drawers are partitioned into three rows, providing storage for around 114
standard DVDs (Without sleeves) or 66 blank VHS video cases per drawer.
Because of the various sizes of pre-recorded videos we estimate around 54
per drawer. Figures assume the media is stored front to back.
The DVD and VHS Video storage cabinet with drawers is manufactured from riveted high-quality sheet
steel, the folded edges around the front provide for a solid structure. With a wide range of colours
available, our DVD and VHS Video storage units can be built to fit any environment.
A top cabinet suitable for additional storage of DVDs is also available. The item may be bolted onto
existing units or left standalone. This will give an additional 276” of filing - Approximately 456 standard
DVDs. An image is illustrated on page 2 of this document.
Key features










Fully extendable drawers allow easy viewing and efficient searching even at the rear of the cabinet.
DVD and VHS video cases sit spine upwards.
High-quality Accuride® ball-bearing runners mean the drawers glide effortlessly
The front, back and side of each drawer is made from double-thickness steel to provide rigidity, and
this is complemented with a welded partition half way between the front and the back.
The anti-tilt mechanism ensures that only one drawer can be out at any one time.
Plastic-card labels on drawer-fronts allow for identification of contents.
Handles give the media filing cabinet a sleek modern look.
The storage cabinet is lockable and is supplied with two keys.
Choice of 18 standard powder coated finishes.

Drawer partitioning
Each row is split into three rows. Partitioning is achieved by way of or plastic-card ‘U-shaped’ dividers for
the DVDs and metal ‘U’ shaped dividers for the VHS Video cases. These removable dividers seat
loosely in each drawer. Two dividers are supplied per drawer.
There are equivalent models for filing of CDs.
Dimensions






The width of the DVD and VHS Video storage cabinet with drawers is 760mm (30”) and the depth is
660mm (26”).
The full depth of the unit (including handle) from back to front when a drawer is fully extended is
1,267mm (50”).
Internal measurements of each drawer are approximately 162mm (6 3/8”) high, 660mm (26”) wide
and 590mm (23¼”) deep.
Steel folded to 25mm (1”) thickness at the front and on the sides.
Steel folded to 32mm (1¼”) thickness on the media cabinet top and base.
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Specifications
Model

No of drawers

Height (mm)

Height (”)

Capacity (cm) †

Capacity (”) †

333DVD
343DVD
353DVD
363DVD
373DVD
3TC12DVD

3
4
5
6
7
2

560
740
890
1,070
1,220
787

22
29
35
42
48
31

525
701
876
1,051
1,226
701

207
276
345
414
483
276

Discounted
price
(GBP)

616.55
711.55
806.55
901.55
11138.10
569.05

Colours examples
The main body of the media storage unit with drawers can be powder coated in one colour with the
drawer fronts in another. A few example colours are illustrated below.

Lead times / Delivery and installation charges
Once manufactured the cabinet/s are shipped for next working day delivery via a courier using a door to
door service. The cabinet/s arrive on pallets. It is then the responsibility of the customer to remove from
the pallet & place where required. Generally there is a flat charge of 55.00 + Vat per cabinet irrespective
of the number of drawers, however there maybe slight variations on this depending on the delivery area.
Lead time for this service is generally 10-20 working days.
A more personal service is also offered where the cabinet will be installed to a ground floor location &
unpacked if required. Additional charges apply to our storage cabinets with 1-6 drawers as detailed:
£55.00 for 1 and £90.00 for 2, £135.00 for 3 and £175.00 for 4 delivered to the same address.
A 2-man delivery is required for the 7-drawer models which includes delivery & installation to a 1st floor.
Charges are £145.00 for 1 and £180.00 for 2.
DVD/Video Top cabinet standard delivery / fitting charges are £125.00 for 1 and £160.00 for 2.
N.B If the delivery location has step/s either into the property or delivery/installation is required to a first
floor an additional £100.00 is required. Prices for a 6-drawer model for example would be £155.00 + Vat
for 1.
Additional charges apply to certain areas of the country. Please see Page 4 for details.
Lead times for this service vary & are dependent on other delivery/installations within the area. As such
no specific time frame is offered.
Images
DVD top cabinets provide 2 open
sided vertical drawers with 6
rows in each. Total capacity 276”
of filing. Approximately 456
standard single DVDs (without
sleeves).
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Brown

Aluminium Silver

Lime Green

Aqua

Light Grey

Cream

Turquoise

Sapphire Blue

Lilac

Pastel Violet

Burgundy

Capri Blue

Sterling Grey

White Gloss

Clover Pink

Black Gloss

Pastel Green

Pastel Blue

These colours are for all cabinets & couches:
Couch frames.

Drawer Frames & Fronts

Cupboard Frames & Doors

The appearance of these colours may vary depending on the lighting of your room and the setting of
your monitor. Any hardcopy made may not be an exact representation.
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Map of areas covered by our standard delivery pricing.

Delivery and installation charges outside the red line are subject to additional cost. Please contact us
for a quotation.
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